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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Introdu.ction 
The farmer of today is faced with the necessity of increased pro-
duction for an ever-increasing population. New technical advances have 
provided a means of increqsing production in agriculture. With the 
advent of such advances, a need for continued education for those engaged 
in farming or farm-related occupations has arisen. 
The education of young men engaged in farming has long been recog-
nized as a task of the vocational agriculture instructor in Oklahoma, 
The instructor may seek to provide this education through a young farmer 
organization. Such an organizqtion may well be beneficial to the young 
or adult farmer in that he can learn of new technical advances, get the 
opinion of others on new or existing enterprises, anQ provide a further 
service to his communit;:y. As Bergivin (2) hEts stated, "Education for 
adults can be,any kind of learning that adds to their fund of knowledge, 
changes their attitudes or views or opinions, broadens their perspective, 
' ' . ' 
or alters their behavior." 
~ Young Farmer Association of Oklahoma came into existence in 
November, 1969. Prior to that time, there.were young farmer organiza-
tions within the state; but th~se did not exhibit unity or.coordination 
on the district or state levels. Since the organization of the state 
association, there has been an increase in the number of young farmer 
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chapters. Not all vocational agriculture departments in Oklahoma have a 
young or adult farmer organization, although they are encouraged to do 
so. Kiesling (6) states: 
The type of program offered by the vocational agriculture 
instructor in this area is affected by his attitude toward 
this duty. Th;:se who favor young and adult farmer education 
generally maintain some type of program on a continuing basis 
in this area. Those whose attitudes are less favorable toward 
this duty are not apt to have a program of any great magni-
tude • • . 
It is known that cooperating teachers tend to influence the atti-
tudes of student teachers. Binkley (3) stated" ... what the super-
vising teacher does and how he does it speaks louder than any decision 
arrived at in a class on campus." He has also stated that one of the 
areas that a cooperating teacher needs to concentrate on is that of 
young and adult farmer education. The combined thoughts of Kiesling and 
Binkley indicate that the amount of emphasis the cooperating teacher 
places on young farmer education will be determined by his attitude 
toward this area. 
Need for Study 
In Oklahoma it is suggested that each vocational agriculture 
instructor sponsor.some phase of adult education. OnE! means ·of provid-
ing this education is through a young farmer organization. However, at 
present there are only 67 Young Farmer chapters in the state association 
out of the 353 vocational agriculture departments within the state. 
This study will hopefully let those at the university level gain 
insight as ta why more vocational agriculture instructors do not use 
such a program to fulfill the local adult education needs. It will also 
give important information for organizing and maintaining young and 
adult farmer education classes for undergraduate and graduate students 
as well as instructors in the field of Agricultural Education. 
Statement of the Problem 
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This study was to investigate the attitude change of studen.t 
teachers in vocation,:d agriculture toward the Young Farmer organization. 
A second aspect was to determine if the student teacher's attitude 
change, if any, was toward or away from the expressed attitude of his 
cooperating teacher. 
Purpose of Study 
The purposes of the s ttidy were: 
1. To determine whether "high" .participating student teaching 
centers have more or less influence on the attitudes of stu-
dent teache:i;.-s than "medium" or "low" participating student 
teaching centers. 
2. To determine whether the association of student teachers with 
cooperating teache.rs would produce a similarity of expressed 
attitudes. 
3. To determine the attitudes of cooperating teachers on partici-
pation in the Young Farmer organization. 
Objectives of the Study 
In.order to accomplish the major purpose of the study, the follow-
ing specific objectives were formulated and served as guide lines. for 
the design of the investigation: 
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1. To determine the prevailing attit~de of student teachers toward 
the Young Farmer organization. 
2. To measure the change in attitude toward or away from the 
expressed attitude of the cooperating teacher. 
3. To determine if the strength of the Young Farmer organizations 
in the student teaching centers had relation to the attitude 
change of student teachers. 
4. To relate the strength of the local Young Farmer organization 
with the attitude of the cooperating teacher. 
Definition of Terms 
Student Teaching: Student teaching is the culminating professional 
laboratory in which the _college student assumes increasing degrees of 
responsibility for certain aspects. of the program in the_ role of a 
teacher at the secondary level but under the supervision of a fully-
qualified -vocational agriculture teacher and college supervisor. (18) 
Student Teacher: The student teacher is a college student who is 
doing student teaching. (18) 
Cooperating Teacher or Supervising Teacher: The cooperating 
teacher is a fully-qualified, regularly employed vocational agriculture 
teacher who guides and supervises the observation, participation, and 
teaching activities of the student teacher. (17) 
Student Teaching Center: A student teaching center is a public 
school which has been approved by Oklahoma State University for partici-
pation in the student teacher program. 
Young Farmer Organization: An organized series of educational, 
leadfrship, recreational; and community service activities for yqung 
farmers. (6) 
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High Participators, Medium Participators, or Low Par1;:icipators: 
Each student teaching center was placed into one of these categories by 
the state Young Farmer consultant. 
Pre-Test: The pre-test is the opinionnaire administered at; t:he. 
beginning of the student teachin,g experience. This opinionnaire was an 
attitude inventory revised and adapted from Price's (10) doctoral 
dissertation by the author. 
Post-Test: The post-test is the opinionnaire administered at·the 
conclusion of the student teaching experience. This test was the same 
as the pre-test. 
Attitude: Attitude, as used in this study, refers to the ideas . 
expressed by the student teachers toward the Young Farmer organization. 
Limitations and Assumptions of Study 
This study was limited to the attitude change concer:ning the Young 
Farmer organization of the 71 Oklahoma State University student teachers 
who did their student teaching in the fall of 1971 and the spring of 
' ; . 
1972. There was no attempt :made. to determine the reasons for change 
except for the possible influence of the training centers and cooperating 
teachers. If the attitude change was toward the cooperating teach,er, we 
assumed he ha.d some influence. 
In the conduct of this study, basic assumptions made by the author 
were: 
1. The attitud~s expref'Jsed by the student teachers and cooperating 
teachers were hortest expressions of their feelings. 
2. The state Young Farmer consultant was qualified .to rate the 
activity of the teaching centers on.the participation in the 
Young Farmer organization. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This study involved the attitude change of student teachers in 
vocational agriculture from Oklahoma State University du~ing their stu-
dent teaching. The change dealt with their expressed attitude toward 
the Young Farmer organization. 
The review of literature has been covered in five sections. The 
five sections are as follows: 
1. Attitudes, attitude change, and attitude measurement. 
2. Sj:udent teaching purposes and educational values. 
3, Cooperating teachers and.student teaching centers, 
4. The.Young Farmer Organization. 
5. Dogmatism Scale, 
Attitudes, Attitude :t1easurement, 
: and Attitude Change 
The author believed that Kerlinger. (5) and Allport' s (1) defini-
tions of attitude were most valuable for this study. 
Kerlinger. (5) indicated that. an attitude " is a predisposition 
to think, feel, percei\l'e, and behave toward a cognitive object." 
Allport· (1) stated, l'An attitude is a mental and neural state of 
readiness organized through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic 
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influence upon the.individual's respons~ to all objects and situations 
with which it is related." The combined theughts of Kerlinger and 
Allport indi<;,ate that littitudes are based on experiences. · 
The opinionnaire that the student teachers and cooperating teachers 
filled out was designed to measure the individual's opinions, which in 
turn reflected their attitudes. Opi:nion, as used in this case, is. 
defined as a verbal expression of an att.itude. · 
Evidence indicates that individuals do change their attitudes. 
Accor~ing to Thurstone (16): 
When we measure a man's attitude in some.cer·tain area, we 
shall not declare that this is an ending condition, but 
we take for granted tha,t: people'. s attitudes are . subject 
to change. 
In drawing upon everyday experience we u:nderstand how often 
our opinions and attitudes are changed or swayed by those 
around us., especially if the approach or t~chnique , is 
acqeptable. · · . · 
Sells and. Trites (12) state: 
Attitude change iS! constantly occurring as a result of 
learning and to achieve 'some deliberate changes it appears 
possible to connnunicate directly with ind.ividuals, as by 
talks, classes, and workshops: 
Updy~e (17) says:. 
Since it is the cooperating teacher's respqnsibility to. 
disc4ss ?nd explain the . local program to the student .. 
teacher' interactions are a connnon occ:qrrence. in helping 
him learn an~ better understand programs of vocatio.nal 
agriculture. 
It has been agr~ed that- individti~+s do have. atti.tudes and. that they 
are subject to change. The. next·stE!p would be to measul;'e attitude 
change.. According to Thurstone (16): 
• the fi~s; restriction on the problem of measuring. 
attitudes is to specify an att.itude variable and limit' 
the nieasuremeri. t .to that variable. 
The variable to be measured in this study was attitude toward the 
Young Farmer organization. The opinionnaire was designed to measure 
this change. Murphy and Likert (7) stated: 
Attitude measurement is not an end in itself. Its purpose 
is usually to provide information concerning motives of 
individuals or groups in situations or assist social 
planners and controllers to understand behavior dynamics. 
Student Teaching Purposes and 
Educational Values 
Student teaching gives the prospective teacher a chance to try out 
many of th.e concepts and ideas he has learned previous to or during his 
college training. It is an interaction and a learning experience for 
all concerned. (18) 
According to Thompson and Bjoraker (15): 
Student teaching programs began as there existed an aware-
ness of the.gap between what the aspiring teacher can learn 
in his college classes and the situation he will confront 
as a teacher in a classroom • . • The theory learned in a 
college classroom is practiced, is shaped, is refined and· 
improved during the student teaching experience. ' 
The guidebook for student teachers in vocational agriculture from 
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Oklahoma State University, "Student Teaching in Vocational Agriculture," 
(12) states the values of the student teaching experience: 
Student teaching is perhaps the .most dynamic and vital 
phase of the total curriculum for preparing teachers of 
vocational agriculture. In no other way can a person quite 
so effectively develop the competence necessary to assume 
his role as an agricultural leaders and teacher in a local 
community. It is through this pre-employment teaching 
experience that the prospective teacher is provided the 
opportunity to bridge the gap betwee.n theory and practice 
under the expert guidance of a supervising teacher. 
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Cooperating Teacher and Student· 
Teaching Centers 
The·influence exerted by the cooperating tea~her .and student 
teachirig center is considered by many as the most important phase in the 
training of future teachers. Wiggins (18) states: "The stude.nt teacher 
learns from the cooperating teache.r, the students, and the community." 
The guidebook, "Student Teaching in Vocational Agriculture" (12), 
says: "The supervising teacher is the cog around which student teaching 
revolves. The success or failure or an effective student teacher rests 
largely with the supervising teacher II 
There are mar1y teaching competencies c:::onveyed to the student 
teacher by the cooperating teacher according to Binkley (3). He con-
tinues: 
• Attitude toward teaching and students, what knowledge 
or information is most important to teach; what abilities; 
how to motivate and .inspire students; to meet the indivi-
dual needs of students; .and do an all-round good job of 
teaching are learned to a marked degree, under. the direc-: 
tion of a, skilled supervising teacher • • • What the 
supervising teacher does and how he does it speaks louder 
than any decision arrived at in a class on campus. Thus 
the job of a supervising teacher is a most responsible and 
significant one--perhaps the most important job in teacher 
education. 
Very .careful attention is given to the .selection of .student teach-
ing centers in Oklahoma. They are distributed on an approximately equal· 
basis throughout the.five supervisory districts. The·following criteria 
are observed in the selection of those centers (14): 
1. It is desirable to utilize centers in a vari·ety of geographical 
locations. 
2. A quality program of vocational instructic;m is condu.cted by the 
school, 
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3. The program provides a broap area of experience. 
4. Facilities are adequate for the types of instruction provided. 
5. The program has been established for a minimum of five years. 
6. The supervising teacher has a minimum of three years teaching 
experience with a.minimum of two years experience in the 
cooperating school. 
7. The supervising teacher consistently demonstrates effective 
teaching. 
8. The supervising te.acher has gained the respect of fellow 
teachers, the school administration, and residents of the 
community. 
9. Student teachers are desired and time can be budgeted for their 
supervision. 
10. State and district supervisors recommend the school as a train-
ing center. 
The Young Farmer Organization 
The primary aim of the Young Farmer organization in Oklahoma is to 
provide educational opportunities to those employed in the area of 
farming and ranching or in agriculture-related occupations (12). 
The activities of the Young Farmer organizations should be primarily 
educational in nature, but may include community service and improvement 
projects as determined by local needs. 
According to Stevens (13): 
A young adult organization is related to individual on-farm 
or on-the-job instruction more in terms of its contribution 
to improved family and community livi~g than as a requirement 
of instryction that leads to advance in occupational skill 
and effi,~iency. A young farmer'.s organization program of 
work generally includes community service activities, 
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cooperative activities and social and recreational activities. 
Wives of the members participate in some of the projects~ · 
meetings and events. 
In Oklahoma each vocational agric;.ulture teacher is required to pro-
vide a minimum of 20 class hours of adult education each ye~r. · The 
Young Farmer-organization-can be use.cl as a tool for working with young 
and adult farmers in. providing this ed\,lcation (8). 
According to Wolfe (19) 
Adult education :must .be planned as a. result of felt .,and 
expressed needs of farmers. Surveys, personal observation, 
and discussionei with farmers, community leaders and 
personnel of community and govern.mental agencies should be 
used .to establish and determine the needs of farmers. 
Pers~nal contact cannot be over-emphasized in planning the 
program,~ The farmers mµst be convinced that the program· 
meets their needs rat;:qer than being a program conceived by 
the teacher. 
The Young Farmer organization not only.provides an educational 
opportunity for those.engag~d in agricultural occupations but also pro-
vides advantages to the vocational agriculture teacher. Accordi~g to 
Cunning (4): 
It (the youtl-g farmer organization) offers the teacher an 
opportunity to familiarize himself with the .agriculture 
problems in his district.· It .enables him to make personal 
friends and contacts~ it makes f;iends for the school,. · 
It .helps him plan.his class work.so that he is teaching 
subject matter. than can be 9P-plied in home p'roject work. 
It cJ;"eates interest on the part of the parent in the agri--
cultural course hiei boy is getting. · · 
Dogmatism Scale 
The Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.is a widely-used instrument for· 
measuring the degree of open-mindedness and close-mindedness.of indivi""'. 
duals; however, it was not us,ed in this studr. Results reported by 
Wiggins (18), Pritchard (1~), anq Updyke (17) indic.;1ted .that the use of 
th,is scale did not prov·e .. to be .statistically significant in their 
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studies of attitudes. 
Summary 
The review of literature revealed that attitudes can cha~g~ and the 
change is measurable. The student teaching experience is of .great edu-
cational value,and the cooperating teacher as well as the student 
teaching center exert an influence on this exp~rience, 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The main purpose of this $tudy wa$ to measure the change in atti-
tude of the student teachers in vocational agriculture toward the .Young 
Farmer organ:l.zation during their student teaching experience. 
Design 
Pre-test, post-test design involving three treatment groups was 
used for this study, The three groups--High, Medium, and Low Partici-
pants--were deterniined by the amount of participation in Young Farme.r 
activities. Mr •. Don Brown, State Young Farmer Consultant for Oklah,oma, 
rated the student teaching center's participation in the Young Farmer 
organization. 
The.criteria for ranking the centers was left up to Mr. Brown in 
order to prevent any personal biases on the part of the aut~or, The 
ranking was in no way to rate the total vocatipnal agriculture program 
or the teacher's abilities, There are as many different reasons for 
the amount of participation Jn the Young Farmer organization as·there 
are schools. 
Thee1e · ratings were to be confidential; th~refpre, they will not. 
appear in this study. They will be referred to as ljigh, Medium, and 
Low treatment groups. 
, 'l 
Description of the Sample 
The original subjects in this study were Tl- senior agricultural 
education majors enrolled in Agricultural Education 4200, Student 
Teaching in.Vocational A,griculture. 
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There were three cooperating centers which failed to return the 
tests. The author was also in the group of student teachei;-s and did not 
participate in the test. This- left a total; of 64 subjects who completed 
the tests. 
The author felt that the _lack of returns was due to the fact tqat 
the opinionnaire was sent .to the cooperatirtg teachers during the fair 
and show season. This is a particularly busy time of the school year 
for these teache+s; so it was assumed that they did not have the time to 
complete and return the opinionnaire. 
Instrument Used 
The instrument used in this study was an attitude scale which 
covered organizing and maintaining a Young Farmer organization. (See 
Appendix A.) The attitude scale developed by Price (10) was revised by 
the author and then submitted to the Agr:i,cultural Education staff·and 
graduate students at Ok1aho_ma State University for evaluatio~. The group 
was to cheGk the statements most pertinent to this study and rank those 
statements checked as eith,er a positive or negative statement. The 
statements used in.the attitude scale were the 25. most recurring state-
ments. from a total of 40 statements on the evaluation form. (See 
Appendix A.) 
A pilot study, using the above group, was conducted to test the 
validity of the opinionnaire. (See Appendix B .) The results, critiqued 
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by Dr. Robert Terry of the Agricultural Education staff, indicated that 
the attitude scale was valid. 
The opinionnaire consisted of "positive" and "negative" statements 
concerning the Young Farmer organization. These statements were used to 
determine the expressed attitude of the student teachers and cooperating 
teachers toward or away from the Young Farmer organization. 
The attitude scale was administered as a pre"".'test and post-:-test to 
the student teachers and as an attitude inventory to each student's 
cooperating teacher. The post-test contained two additional statements 
to help determine the amount of participation by student teachers in 
Young Farmer activities. (See Appendix A.) 
The student teachers and cooperating teachers responded to state-
ments on a five-point continuum of strongly agree, agree, undecided, 
disagree, or s;rongly disagree. The pre-test was compared to the post-' 
test by analyzing each statement individually. When the responses were 
the same, a "no change" score was recorded. When the responses for a 
particular statement differed, such as a pre-test response of agree and 
a post"".'test response of disagree, the cooperating teacher's response 
was checked to see the direction of change. If the cooperating teacher 
responded with undecided, disagree,or strongly disagree, then it was a 
"plus change." If the cooperating teacher's response.was strongly 
agree or agree, then the student received a "minus change." 
The attitude scales, both pre-test and post-test, were administered 
to student teachers as a group by the author. The attitude inventory 
was administered to the. cooperating teachers through the mail prior to 
the stt,1dent teachers,· starting of their assignments. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA . 
Data presented in this chapter were obtained from attitude opinion-
naires completed by vocational agriculture teachers who served.as 
cooperating teachers and by student teachers of vocational agriculture 
in Oklahoma. 
The student teaching centers were divided into high and medium 
groups according to their participation in Young Farmer activities. 
There was.no low participation group. It ·should be noted ;hat the 
medium group had 22 more student teachers than did the high treatment 
group. 
The first section of this chapter presents each statement with a 
table showing the average response of the cooperating teachers toward 
the statement and that of the.student teachers on the pre-test and post-
test •. The responses are shown as mean agreement.on a continuum from one 
through five in the average response section of the table. The average 
range for the positive statements is 1.00 - 1.99 as strongly.disagree; 
2.00 - 2099, disagree; 3.00 - 3.99, undecided; 4.00 - 4.99, agree; 5.00, 
strongly agree. The average range for the negative statements is 1.00 -
1. 99 as strongly agree; 2. 00 - 2. 99, agree; 3. 00 - 3. 99, undecided; 
4.00 - -4.99, disagree; and 5.00, strongly disagree. 
The changes by individual student teachers' sections of the tables 
indicate the number of individuals who changed their responses and the. 
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degree of change by points, The changes by individual student teachers 
are indicated as change toward or away from his cooperating teacher's 
response to that statement· and not the average response of .the total 
cooperating teachers and do not represent average changes of the student 
teachers. The same response column indicates the,number of student 
teachers who did not change their responses from pre-test to post-test. 
The change toward the cooperating teacher response column indicates the 
number of student teachers who changed their responses toward the 
response of their cooperating teachers from pre-test to post-test, and 
the total points changed is a cc:,mbination of .the points changed. toward 
and away from the cooperating teacher's response. 
Findings, 
Findings as presented in Table I indicate.the cooperating teachers 
in the high treatment group agreed with the school having a responsi-
bility for working with both youth and. adults to make the community a 
better place in which to live. The high treatment group student 
teachers' average response moved toward their cooperating teachers' 
expressed response, which .is also evidenced by six individuals changing 
toward their cooperating teachers. The total change was seven points. 
The medium treatment level of cooperating teachers was in .agreement with 
the statement, and their stu.dent teachers' post-test responses changed. 
in the same direction. Ten individuals changed a total of 12 points in 
the direction of the cooperating teachers. However, two students 
changed away from their c9operating teachers a total of three points. 
The pre-test response of the student teachers in the medium group was 
higher than the cooperating teachers', but the student teachers' post-
test responses increased in the same direction. 
'treatment 
Grpup 
High 
Medium 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT ·.TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATE:MENT: 
"THE SCHOOL HAS A RESPONSIBILITY FOR WORKING WITH BOTH YOUTH AND ADULTS 
TO MAKE THE COMMUNITY A BETTER PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses· Coop. Teacher Coop~ Teacher 
Response Response· 
Student Student 
Coop. Te~cher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teachei- Pre-Test· Post-Test Response Chng. · Chng. Chng. Chng. 
4.637 4.382 4.667 15 6 7 0 0 
4.238· 4.419 4.628 31 10 12 2 3 
Tota],. Change 
Nttmber · Points 
Changed Cha1;1ged 
6 7 
12 15 
I-' 
00 
19 
Data.in Ta°Qle II indicate that both treatment groups of cooperating 
. ~ . . . . . . 
teaqhers disagree that the agricul;ure instructor's job is to teach only 
high school pupils and that .he should not become involved in othe:r; 
conµnunity activities for -farme.rs. The· stateJI1erit: was a .negative .one. 
Five .student te.achers in the _high treatment groups changed toward 
their copperat:;ing t~achers by a sum of nine points. Only one incl,ividual 
changed away from the cooperating teacher, and .. tqat was by one,point. 
Th,e total ·chang~ in the high treatmetlt 'group ;was six individu.als chai;iging 
' . ' . . ' . 
for a t9tal of ten points. Fifteeµ indivi,duals in that group had the 
same response. 
In the medium treatment grouJ?, s~ven individuals changed in the 
.. 
directipn of their coope.rating teacher fQr a tota;l of ten points. In 
: ' . .· 
that same group, si_x individu_als- cha-o.ged away from tqeir cooperating 
teachers in the amount· of eight points. Thirteen individuals in that;· 
group either changed toward or away froni their coi;,perating teachers by 
a total of 18 points. In that same treatment group, 30 ind.ividuals had 
the same response •. 
As shown in Table III, the cooperating teachers of both treatment 
groups agreed with the _sta;tement. "techriologic.al changes greatly inc:i::ease 
the .need .for training .young adult farmers .n The high treatl\leD;t group of 
co9pera ting teach_ers' average response was 4. 455 ~ while th~ medium 
treatment · group o~ cooperating teachers. was 4. 334. This was a posi t:;i ve 
statement. 
Six student teachers irt th,e high treatmeri.t group chang~d toward 
;he:tr cooperating teachers a total of six points. Th:i::ee student 
teachers changecl away from their ccioperating ·teache:i;-s by th,e sum of four. 
points. J:,l"ine individuals_ with;i11 tqat .same group chiimged a total ·of ten 
Treat:ment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND ~GE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING.THE STATEMENT: 
"THE AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTOR'S JOB IS TO TEACH HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS, AND HE 
SHOULD NOT BECOME INVOLVED IN OTHER COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES FOR FARMERS" 
Group Ave·rage Respqnses . 
Student; 
.CGop. · Teacher 
Teacher Pre-Test 
Student 
Teacher Same 
Post-Test. Response 
Chang.es by Individual Stud~nt Teachers 
Change Toward 
Coop •. 'Teacher 
Response 
No. 
Chng. 
Points 
Chng. 
Change Away From 
Coop. Teacher 
Response 
No. 
Chng. 
Points 
Chng. 
~ - -- --- - ------- ---------
4;819 4.334 4. 715 15 5 9 1 1 
4. 477. 4.535 4.535 30 7 10 6 8 
. _..,, ... -~~·-_, 
Total Change 
Number 
Changed 
6 ' 
13 
Points· 
Changed 
10 
18 
N 
0 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES GREATLY INCREASE THE NEED FOR TRAINING 
YOUNG ADULT FARMERS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coopo Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Poi.nts No. Points 
Teacher Pre""'."Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chri.g. Chng. Chng. 
4.455 4.571 4.429 12 6 6 3 4 
4.334 4.326 4.303 32 7 9 4 4 
Total Change 
--
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
9 10 
11 13 
N 
t-' 
22 
points. The average response on the student teacher pre-test was 4.571, 
whereas the average response on the post-test was 4.429. This indicated 
that the one student who changed'away from his cooperatirt~ teacher more 
than qne point did not greatly change the average response. Twelve 
individuals in the high treatment group had the same pre-test and post-
test responses. 
In the medium treatment group the average response from the 
' , ' -· \ 
cooper atirtg teacher was 4. 334. The ave rag~ response from the s.tuden t 
teachers' pre-test was 4.326. The post-test response from that.same 
group was 4.303. Thirty-two individuals in that same group had the same 
pre-test and post-test responses. Seven individuals in. that group 
changed toward the cooperating teaGhers' responses a tota.J,. of nine paints. 
Two individuals in that group changed toward their cooperating teachers 
more than one point. Ejour individuals in that group changed away from 
their cooperating te~chers a total of four points. A to.tal of 11 indi-
viduals in that group changed either their pre-test or post-test .response 
13 points. 
The statement ''considering the time involved it is hard for a. 
vocational agriculture teacher to serve as a good high school teacher 
and at the same time sponsor a successful Young Farmer. or adult group" 
was a negative one. Data presenteq in.Table IV indicated that the 
cooperating teachers in. the high treatment group were undecideq about 
that statement; their avera~e response was 3.910. 
The student teachers in the high treatment group changed'from 2.953 
on the pre-test to 3.525 on the post-test. That was a change from agree-
ment ·with that statement to undecided on that. same statement. That 
indicated a change toward the cooperating teache:t;' by 0.6 points. Eleven 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"CONSIDERING THE TIME INVOLVED, IT IS HARD FOR A VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
\ TEACHER TO SERVE AS A GOOD HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER AND AT THE SAME TIME 
SPONSOR A SUCCESSFUL YOUNG FARMER OR ADULT GROUP" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response Total Change 
~.~ 
Student Student 
Coop.· Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points Number Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. Chng. Changed Changed 
3.910 2.953 3.525 11 7 13 3 5 10 18 
2.953 3.535 3.489 19 12 15 12 23 24 38 
N 
(.,.) 
individuals in the high treatment group had the same response. The 
individual change section showed that more points were changed toward 
than away from. the cooperating tea.cher. 
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In .the medium treatm~nt'group, the cooperating teachers' average 
response was 20953. Th.at indicated that although the teachers agreed 
with the statement tha~ they were close to being undecided. The student 
i;:eacher response, for the most part, was undecided on both pre-test and 
post-test. They did change 0,1 points toward their c00pera·ting teachers. 
The same number qf individuals changed away from their cooperating 
teaGhers as changed toward them. There wer~ more points changed away 
from the cooperating teachers' ave~age response, 
Data presented in Table Vindicates the high and medium treatment 
groups of -cooperating teachers were undecided .about the vocational agri-
culture teacher having less influence with a young man after he leaves 
high school. The average response for the cooperating teachers, in the 
high treatment. group was 3,728 and for the medium treatment group, 
3.572, 
The student teachers in the high treatment group pre-test response 
was 3.477, and th.eir post-test response was3o525, Ten individuals in 
that group had the same response. Eight student teachers changed ten_ 
points toward their co9perating teachers. Three individuals changed 
away from their cooperating teachers by four points. 
Student teachers in the medium treatment group, like their 
cooperating teachers, remained neutral on the statement from pre-test to 
the post-test. They did cqange toward the cooperating teacher'.s average 
response by 0,1 points. That change was not significant. Nineteen 
iftdividuals in that same group had the same response. In the individual 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE V 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHER HAS MUCH LESS.INFLUENCE WITH 
A YOUNG MAN AFTER HE LEAVES HIGH SCHOOL" 
Changes by Indfvidual S.tu,dent Teachers 
Change.Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Reponses Coop • Teii:cher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. · Teacher Teacher Same No. Po·:t11ti:s No •. Po:i,nts 
Teacher Pre...:Test Post-Test Response Chng. · Chrig. Chng. · C~ng. 
3. 728 3.477 3.525 10 8 10 3 4 
3.572 3. 791 3.652 19 9 11 15 20 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Ch.anged 
11 14 
24 31 
N 
\JI 
chaIJ.ge section, eight of the medium treatment group student teachers 
changed toward their cooperating teachers by the sum of 11 points. 
Fifteen individuals changed away from their cooperating teaGhers by 20 
points. That change did not affect the average response on the post-
test. 
The statement "responsibility for Young Farmer.instruction is a 
function of vocational agriculture" was rated as positive. Data in 
Table VI indicates that the cooperating teachers in both treatment 
groups remained neutral on that statement. 
26 
There was no significant change between the pre-test and post-test 
responses by the student teachers in the high treatment group. That 
group, like their cooperating teachers, remained neutral. In that same 
group, eight studen,t teachers changed a total of 14 points toward their 
cooperating teachers, and six individuals moved 11 points away from 
their cooperating teachers in terms of responses to this statement. 
The student teachers in the II\edium treatment group, like their 
cooperating teachers., remained neutral on that statement on both the 
pre-test and post-test. Nineteen individuals in that .same. treatment 
group had the same response. In the individual change section, 15 stu-
dent teachers changed 26 points toward their cooperating teachers. Nine 
student teachers changed away from their cooperating teachers by the sum 
of 15 points. The post-response did not change significantly from the 
pre-test response in the medium treat;:ment group, although a total of 24 
individuals changed 41 points. 
Table VII contains the summary of th.e statement "A Young Farmer 
program facilitates more effective public relations for the agricultural 
program at a local high sc;:hool." Both the high and medium treatment 
groups of .cooperating teachers agreed with that statement. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE VI 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUNG FARMER INSTRUCTION IS A FUNCTION OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS!' 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers· 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Resp.onse 
-.-
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. Chng. 
3.819 3.191 3.143 7 8 14 6 11 
3.524 3.024 3.093 19 15 26 9 15 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
14 25 
24 41 
N 
-..J 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE VII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"A YOUNG FARMER PROGRAM FACILITATES MORE EFFECTIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR 
THE AGRICULTURE PROGRAM AT A LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response ;-1:1ponse 
Stud~nt Student 
Coop.· Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Respons·e Chng. - Chng. Chng. Chng._ 
4.001 3.096 4.525 15 5 7 1 1 
4.191 4.419 4.349 23 14 14 6 8 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
7 a 
20 22 
N 
00 
29 
Student teachers in the high treatment group changed toward their 
cooperating teachers from the pre-test average 3.096 to the post-test 
average of 4, 525, as reflected in Table VI I. This was indicated by the 
individual change section showing them changing two more points in that 
direction. 
The student teachers in the medium group agreed with the statement 
and showed no significant change between the pre-test and post-test. 
Inspection of Table VIII reveals the high treatment group of 
cooperating teachers disagreed with the statement, "Teachers today are 
less effective in their role as high school teachers because they are 
often involved with too much adult education," while the medium treat-
ment group of teachers remained neutral. 
The student teachers in the high treatment group registered no 
change between the pre-test and post-test. 
The student teachers in the medium treatment group did not change 
significantly between the pre-test and post-test. Their responses 
remained neutral. 
It is shown in Table IX that cooperating teachers in both the high 
and medium treatment groups agreed with the statement, "Working with 
adults can give a teacher a sense of accomplishment." 
Student teachers in the high treatment group were neutral on that 
statement on the pre-test, Their post-test response indicated a change 
toward their cooperating teachers, with an average response of 4,144. 
That was further indicated in the individual change section. Five indi-
viduals changed toward their cooperating teachers a total of seven 
points. Two individuals changed away from their cooperating teachers a 
total of two points. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE VIII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"TEACHERS TODAY A.RE. LESS EFFECTIVE IN THEIR ROLE AS HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
BECAUSE THEY ARE OFTEN INVOLVED WITH TOO MUCH.ADULT EDUCATION" 
Change by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop • · Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher. Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. · Chng. Chng. 
4.245 4.191 4.191 13 6 6 2 2 
3.858 3.977 3. 721 24 10 14 9 10 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
8 8 
19 24 
w 
0 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE IX 
AVERAGE RESPONSE 1\ND ,CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"WORKING WITH ADULTS CAN GIVE A TEACHER A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT" 
Group Average Responses. 
Student - Student 
C9op. Teacher Teacher Saµie 
Teacher Pre-:-Test Po$t:-Test - Response 
4.365 3.524 - 4.144 14 
4.048 3.977 4.024 28 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers_ 
Change Toward· 
Coop. Teacher 
Response· 
No. 
Chng •. 
5 
9 
,i 
Points 
Chng.·· 
7 
12 
Change Away From 
Coop. Teacher 
Response 
No. 
Ch~g. 
2 
6 
Points 
Chng. 
2 
7 
Total Change 
Number 
Changed 
7 
15 
P9ints 
Changeq 
9 
19 
(.,.) 
..... 
32 
Table IX also shows that in the medium treatme11t group the student 
teachers changed from a neutral response of 3.977 on the pre-test to a 
poi;;t-test response of'4,024. · That change was in the direction of their 
cooperating teachers. Twenty-eight individuals in that group.had the 
same response. In the individuc1.l change sec~ion, nine student teachers 
of the medium treatment group changed toward their cooperating teachers 
12 points; whereas s.ix .individuals changed '19 points either toward or 
away from their cooperating teache.rs. 
Cooperatirig teachers in the high treatment group disagreed with the 
statemerit, "The Young Farmer program should, not be affiliated with the 
local school or local Vo-Ag department. 11 That statement was rated as· 
negative. Student teachers in the high treatment group remained, neutral 
on both thEt pre-test and post-test, with average responses of 3. 715 and 
3.953, respectively. Tqese results are reported in Table X. 
In the individual change section, 12 student teachers changed 
toward their cooperating teachers for a.total response change of 16 
points. In that same section, four individuals changed away from their 
cooperating teachers a total of 7 points. That change did not affect 
the post-test average res.ponse. 
The cooperating teachers in the medium treatment group remained 
neutral on the statement, with an average 'response of 3.855. Student 
teachers within that same treatment.group remained neutral on both.the 
pre-test and post-test, which indicated no change in either direction. 
They did, however, have the same response as that of the cooperating 
teachers. 
According to the data presented iri Table XI, teachers of the two 
treatment groups remained neutral with regard to vocational teachers' 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE X 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"THE YOUNG FARMER PROGRAM SHOULD NOT BE AFFILIATED WITH THE LOCAL 
SCHOOL OR LOCAL VO-AG-DEPARTMENT" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Respons.e Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Point_s 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. Chng. 
4.819 3. 715 3.953 5 12 16 4 7 
3.858 3. 721 3.745 18 17 24 8 17 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
16 23 
25 41 
(.,.,) 
w 
Treatment 
Graup 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"TEACHERS OF VOCA'.TIONAL AGRICULTURE SHOULD RECEIVE EXTRA PAY. 
FOR SUPtRVISING ADULT FARMkR PROGRAMS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change.Away From 
Group Average Responses Coopo Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Respo11se _Total Change 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points Numher Points 
Teacher Pre-Test .. Post-Test Response Chng. · Chng. Chng. Chng, Changed thanged 
3.637 4.381 4.430 12 7 7 2 2 9 9 
3.762 4.233 4.326 22 17 17 4 4 21 21 · 
l,J 
~ 
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receiving extra pay for supervising adult fal;'me:i; programs. That state-
ment was rat~d as positive. 
Student teachers in the high treatment group agreed with the s.tate-
ment on the pre-test and again on the post-test. There was no signifi-
cant change in their two responses. They did not agree with their 
cooperating teachel;'s on that statement. 
Likewise, etudent · teachers in .the mediµm treatment group agreed 
with the statement on ho.th responses .aQd did not change in e.ither 
direction. 
Data presented in Table XII indicates. that teachers in both treat-
ments ·groups xemained neutral with the s~atement, !'Wives of farmers 
should be included in Young Farmer programs •1' That statement was rated 
as positive. 
Student teachers in the high treatment group remained neutral on 
the pre-test .as well as the post-test. In the individual change section 
the .. changes recorded were the same for, toward, and away from the 
cooperating teachers' responses! 
The student teachers in the _medium treatment group, like those in 
the high treatment group, remained neutral on both the pre-test and 
past-test res_ponses·. They did ;egis ter a. 0.1 point difference in pre-
test _and post-test responses. That change was toward the average 
reE!ponse of their cooperating teachers. In the individual change 
section, 12 student teachers in the medium treatment group changed. 
toward their cooperating teachers by a total of 12 P\Jints; and four. 
student teachers changed away from their cooperating te~chers a total of 
nine points. That indicated more stude11t teachers changed toward their 
cooperating t.eachers' response and not the average response. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XII 
AVERAGE RESPONS.E AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"WIVES OF FARMERS SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN YOUNG FARMER PROGRAMS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response Total Change 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points Number Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post~Test Response Chng. · Chng. Chng. · Chng. Changed Changed 
3.819 3.953 3.609 11 5 6 5 6 10 12 
3.524 3.907 3. 861 · 27 12 12 4 9 16 21 
w 
O"'I 
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Table XIII contains the summary of responses to the statement, 
"Farmers today are too busy to participate in Young Farmer program,s." 
That statement was rated as negative, and the cooperating teachers in 
the high treatment group disagreed with it. Their average response was 
4.000. The teachers in the medium group remained neutral on the state-
ment with a 30286 average response. 
Student teachers in. the high treatment group disagreed with that 
statement on both the pre~test and post-test, with average responses of 
4.096 and 4.286, respectively, Twelve individuals in that same group 
had the same responses.· 
In the individual change section, the student teachers changed more 
points toward their cooperating teachers than away from their cooperat-
ing teachers. Seven.individuals changed toward.their cooperating 
teachers by the sumof eight points. Two individuals changed away from 
their cooperating teachers a total of. two points. A total of nine indi-
viduals changed either toward or away from their cooperating teachers. 
The total change in responses was ten points. 
Student teachers in f:he medium treatment group disagreed with the 
statement on both the pre-test and post-test, while the cooperating 
te·achers remained neutral on that statement. The student teachers did 
change 0.047 points between the pre-test and post-test toward their 
cooperating teachers, That change was not considered signi.ficant. 
Thirty-two individual.sin th~ mediumtreatmen,t group had the same pre-
test and post-test responses. 
One more student teacher chang~d toward.his cooperating teacher 
than away in the individual change section. More individuals changed 
either toward or away from their cooperating teachers in the medium 
treatment group than did in the high treatment group of student ~eachers. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"FARMERS TODAY ARE .TOO BUSY TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUNG FARMER PROGRAMS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. 'Tea,cher 
Response Response Total Change 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No.· Points· Number Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng •. Chng. Chng. Changed Changed 
4.000 4.096 4.286 12 7 8 2 2 9 10 
3.286 4.047 4.000 32 6 6 5 5 11 11 
w 
00 
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The statement, "It is hardly fair to high school students when 
their vocational agriculture teacher spends time with adult farmer pro-
grams," was rated negative by the Agricultural Education staff and 
graduate students. Data presented in Table XI.V indicates both treatment 
groups of cooperating teachers remained neutral in their average 
responses. 
Student teachers in the high treatment group had a pre-,.test average 
response of 4.048 and a post-test average response of 4.19L That 
indicated that they disagreed with t~e statE;!ment on both testings. That 
same group of student teachers did change 0.143 points fr9m the pre-test 
to the post-test, which indicated a small change away from their. cooper-
ating teachers. That change was not considered significant. 
Eight student teachers changed toward their cooperating teachers 
for a total of nine points in the individual change section. None of the 
student te.achers in that group changed away from their cooperating 
teachers. Thirteen stude~t teachers in the high treatment group had the 
same pre~test and post-test responses. 
Student teachers in the medium treatment group remained neutral on 
that statement during both tests, The average response increased 0.053 
on the post-test. That was away from their cooperating teachers and 
was not considered si.gnificant. In the individual change section, the 
student teachers changed more points toward their cooperating teachers 
tha~ away from them. Twenty-five student teachers had the same pre-
test and post-test ·responses. 
Data in Table XV indicates the high treatment · group agreed that 
"vocational agriculture teachers should not limit their teaching to high 
school students alone." The average response of the cooperating teachers 
in the high treatment group was 4.091. 
Treatment -
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XIV 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND .CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGAIIDING THE STATEMENT: 
"IT IS HARDLY FAIR TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHEN THEIR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
TEACHER SPENDS TIME WITH ADULT FARMER PROGRAMS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response Total C:hange 
----
Student Student 
Coopo Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points - Number Points 
Teacher Pre-Test· Post-Test Response Chngo Chng. Chng. Chngo Changed Changed 
3.819 4.048 4.191 13 8 9 0 0 8 9 
3.715 3.907 3.954 25 14 15 4 5 18 20 
.,::-, 
0 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XV 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE l.\EGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"A VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHER.SHOULD NOT L1MIT HIS TEACHING 
ACTIVITIES TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 0 .t\LONE" 
Changes by Individual Student Teache:r;s 
Change Toward Change ~w~y From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response 'Response 
Studep.t Stude:i;i,t 
Coop.· Teacher Teacher· Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre~Test Post-Test Response Chng. - Chng.' Ch1;1g. C~ng. 
4.091 4.286 4.191 - 13 6 6 2 2 
3.905 4.is6 4.024 24 12 13 7 8 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed . Changed 
8 8 
19 21 
.i:,-
1-' 
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The average response of the student teachers in that same treat:inent 
group was 4~286 'on the pre-test. Their average pos·t-test response was 
4.191. That indicate.d a cnange of 0.095 points· ~oward their cooperating 
teachers. That change was not.considered significant since all three 
responses did not vary over O. 28 within the s~me range. (Table XV) 
In the individual change. section, six studEmt teachers changed six 
' \ I ., '· 
points toward their cooperating teachers from pre-. td post-testing. Two 
. . . ' ~ . ' . : . ' ' ' 
student teachers-moved two points away from their cooperating teachers. 
Thirteen student teachers had t;he same:pre-test·and post-test'responses. 
The average response of the cooperating te1;tchers in the medium 
treatment group was 3.905. That was in.the neutral or undecided range. 
The s tude:n.t teachers' pre-test · average response was .• 4256, which was in . 
the agree .range of the scale. The average response on th.e post-test was 
4.024. That :indicate.d a cha.nge of 0.232 towa,;:-d the average response of 
the cooperating teach_ers. 
Twelve student teachers changed toward j:hei;.coopera~ing teachers 
a total of 13. points in the indiyidua,l change _section. Seven student 
teacl).erE3 changed away .. from. their cooperating teachers in the amount of 
eight points. Nine.teen indivi<l;uals chang~d either toward or away from 
their cooperati~g teaGhers by a.total of 21 points. There were 24 stu-
dent teachers who had the same ,pre-test and post-test responses .• 
Th~ ~espouses recorded in Table XVI· indicate, the cooperating 
teache:i;-s of both treatme~t groups were undecided about the st;at~ment, 
"The adult farmer program s~ould ·also be open to·· those who are engaged 
in major activitie~ outside the area 9f production agriculture." That 
. . ·. . . . . 
statement was rated posit;i.ve., 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE. IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"THE ADULT.FARMER PROGRAM SHOULD,ALSO BE OPEN TO THOSE WHO ARE ENGAGED IN 
·. MAJOR. ,ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE- THE AREA OF PRODUCTIO:W AGRICULTURE;' 
~hanges by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Co9p • · Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student St:1_1dent 
Coop. Teacher· Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacl:i,er Pre-Te~t Post-Te_st _ Response Chng. - Chng. · Chng. - Chng. 
3.909 4.191 4 .• 239 12 9 10 0 0 
3.953 3.861 3.791 25 10 11 8 11 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Cha,nged Changed 
9 10 
18 22 
.i:,-
w 
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The student teachers in the high treatment group agreed with that 
statement (Table XVI) on both the pre-test and post-test. The average 
response c;,f the .student teachers on the pre-test was 4.191; their 
. . 
average post-test response was 4.239. That indicated a change of 0.048 
away from the coopE!rating teachers' average responses. 
In .the individual change section, nine student teachers changed a· 
total of ten points toward their cooperating teachers. None of the 
student teac,hers changed away from their cooperating teachers. There 
were 12 student teachers who had the same pre-test and post-test 
responses. 
Student teachers in the medi.um treatment group remained undecided 
on both pre-test and post-test :i;:-esp.onses, The pre-test average r~s,ponse 
was 3.8610 The post-test average response was 3.791, which indicated a 
change of O. 070 away from the cooperating teachers' responses, That 
change was considered insignificant in that both test responses remained 
in the undecided r~ge. 
Ten student teachers in the medium treatment group had a total 
response.change of 11 points toward their cooperating teachers, whereas 
eight student teac,hers change 11 points away. from their cooperating 
teachers. The points changed away from the cooperating teachers were 
responsible for the change in the post-test average response. There 
were 25 student teachers in the medium treatment group who had the same 
pre-test and post~test responses. 
As evidenced ·in Table XVII, the cooperating teachers in the. high 
treatment group disagreed that the YoQUg Farmer program does not.provide 
useful instruction, but .serves only as a social gathering. That was 
rated as a negative statemenL The cooperating teachers' average 
response in the high treatment group was 4.364. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XVII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE·AND CHANGE. IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"THE YOUNG FARMER PROGRAM OFTEN DOES NOT PROVIDE -ANY USEFUL 
INSTRUCTION, BUT SERVES ONLY AS A SOCIAL GATHERING" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher. ·- Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Pointe 
Teacher Pre-Test· Post~Test Response Chrig. · Chng. · Chng. · Chng. 
4.364 3.619 3.762 10 8 11 3 6 
3.429 · 3.931 3.861 28 12 14 3 3 
Total Change 
Number P-oints 
Changed Changed 
11 17 
15 17 
~ 
\JI 
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The student teachers in the high treatment group remained undecided 
on both the pre-test and post-test with responses of 3.619 and 3.762, 
respectively. They did change-0.143 points toward their coop_erating 
teachers from the 'pre-test to the post-test. That change was considered 
insignificant in that it was sti·11 in the und.ecided or neutral range. 
Eight student t~ach~rs changed 11 points from pre- to post-
measurement toward their cooperating teachers in the individual change 
sec.tion. That change was toward the cooperating te.achers and n9t the 
average response. Three student teachers changed six points away from 
their cooperating teachers; ten student teachers in that same group had 
the same response. 
The medium treatment group of cooperating teachers were undecided 
on that; statement with an average response of 3.429. The student 
teaGhers within that same group remained neutral on both average_ 
responses with a pre-test response of 3.931 and a post-test response of 
3.861. They did chaQ.ge 0.070 poiµts toward their cooperating teachers, 
but that change waE! insignificant. 
In the individual change .section, 12· student teachers moved a total 
of 14 points toward their cooperating teachers. Three student teachers 
in. that same group changed three points away from th~ir cooperating 
teachers. 
The findings presented _in Table XVIII ·indicate that the twp gro~s 
of cooperating teachers disagreed with the statement, "Vocational agri~ 
. ' ·' . 
culture. teac:hers ar(;:! trained to. teach; therefore, they are the logical 
ones to te·ach adult farmers." That statement was rated as positive. 
The cooperating tea.chers in. th_e high trea~ment group had an average 
response of 2.637; and those teachers in the med.ium treatment group had 
a response of 2.905. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE. RESPONSE AND .CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING _THE STATEMENT: 
"VOCATIONAL AGIUCULTURE TEACHERS ARE. TRAINED TO TEACH;-. THEREFORE, THEY 
ARE THE LOGICAL ONES TO TEACH ADULT FARMERS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Towa+d · Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop • · Teacher Coop • Teacher· 
Respo-pse Response Total Change 
Student Student· 
Coop. Teach.er Teacher Same No.- Points· No.· Points Number. Points-
Teacher- Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. - ~hng. · Cl\anged Changed 
2.637 2.477 2.144 7 9 13 5 7 14 20 
2.905 2.838 2.419 22 9 12 12 21 21 33 
~ 
-...J 
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Student teachers in the high treatment group had a pre-test average 
response of 2.477 and a post...;test response of 2.144, as shown in Table 
XVIII with regard to the question. That indicated a change away from 
the cooperat:i,rig teachers, but it was not, considered significant since 
all three responses remained within the same range, which was disagree. 
Nine student teachers changed 13 poin~s toward their cooperating 
teachers, and five student teachers within that same group changed seven 
points away from the. teachers during the testing period. 
The student teachers in the medium treatment group disagreed with 
the statement on both responses. Their pre-test response was 2.838, 
while their post-test response was 20419 o That indi'cated a change of 
0. 419 away from their cqoperating teachers. This was evidenced in the 
individual change section, where 12 student teachers changed 21 points 
away from their cooperating teachers. Nine stu.dent teachers changed 12 
points toward their cooperating teachers. The change away from the 
cooperating teachers was nine points greater. than the change toward them. 
Data presented in Table XIX indicates that both groups of 
cooperating teachers disagreed with the statement, "If·teachers would 
concentrate on doing a better j~b a teaching high school youth, we would 
not hear so much about aqult education needs." That statement was.rated 
as being negative. 
The average response of the cooperating teachers in the high treat-
ment group was 4.4550 The response of the student teachers in that same 
group changed toward their cooperating teachers from a pre-test average 
response of 3.905 to a post-test respo11se of 4.191. That indicated a 
change of 0.286, which was significant in that their average.response 
changed from the undecided range to the disagreement range. This is. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XIX 
AVERAGE RESPONSE·AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"IF TEACHERS WOULD CONCENTRATE.ON DOING A BETTER JOB OF TEACHING HIGH 
SCHOOL YOUTH, WE WOULD NOT HEAR SO MUCH ABOUT ADULT EDUCATION NEEDS" 
Changes by Individual Student .Teachers. 
Change Towal'."d Change Away.From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student · Student 
Coop.· Teacher Teacher Same No. Points Noo Points 
Teacher Pre~Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. Chng. 
4.455 3.905 4.191 12 8 9 1 1 
4.048 4.117 4.070 24 14 16 5 6 
Tota+ Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
9 10 
19 22 
.p,-
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further evidenced in the individual change section, where eight student 
teachers changed nine points toward their cooperating teachers and one. 
student teacher changed one point away from his cooperating teacher. 
Twelve student teachers had· the same p,re-test and post-test responses. 
The student teachers in the medium treatment group changed 0.047 
toward their cooperating teachers. That change was not significant 
because both the pre-test and post .... test responses were in the disagree 
range. Student teachers in .the medium treatment group changed more 
points toward their cooperating teac.hers than away from them in .the 
individual change section, 
According to the responses in Table XX, the co<Jperating teacheJ;'s 
in the high treatment group agreed with the statement, "Vocational 
agriculture teachers have a definite role in adult education.'' 'rheir. 
average response on that positive statement was 4 .546. The average 
response of the cooperating teachers in the medium treatment group was 
3,953. That was in the undecided range. 
The average pre-test response for student teachers in the high 
'°'·• treatment group was 4.143, and their post-test average response was 
4.286. · That indicated a change of 0.143 toward thei.r cooperating 
teachers. The change was not considered significant in that both 
responses lay within the agre.ement range. The cooperating teachers' 
responses were also in that same range. 
The change in the average response is further evidenced in the 
individual change section. There were five student teachers who changed 
a total of five points toward their cooperating teache:i;-s, and one stu-
dent teacher who moved two points away from his cooperating teacher. 
Fifteen student teachers had the same pre- and post .... test responses. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XX 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS HAVE A DEFINITE ROLE 
IN ADULT EDUCATION" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. · Chng. Chng. 
4.546 4.143 4.286 15 5 5 1 2 
3.953 40163 4.047 33 5 5 5 6 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
6 7 
10 11 
IJI 
...,.. 
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Table XX also shows that student teachers in the medium treatment 
\ . . . ' ' 
group had a pre-test response .of '4.163 and a post-test response of 4.047. 
This was a change of 0.116. That change was not significant since both 
responses lay within the agreement range.· The student teachers in the 
medium treatment group were not in agreement with their cooperating 
teachers on that statement. The cooperating teachers' responses were 
in the undecided range, .wqile the student teachers' pre-test and post-
test resp.ons~s were both in the agree· range. 
At the end of the ~tudy: .. peri·od it was found that five student 
teachers in the medium treatmept•group had changed five p9in,::s toward 
their cooperating teachers and five student teachers had changed ·six 
points away from their cooperating teachers. Thirty-three individuals 
in that same treatment group had the same pre...,test and .post-test 
responses. 
Findings presented in Table XX! indicated both groups of cooperat-
ing teachers were undecided about the statement, "Programs of instruction 
to be. most effective need not be provided on a year-round basis for 
. . 
young adult farmers." That statement :was rated negative. 
The average response of the cooperating teachers in the high treat-
ment group was 3.273. The average response of the student teac:.hers of 
that same· treatment group on the pre'."'"test was 3. 096; which was in the 
. . 
neutral 9r ~ndecided range •. The average pos~-,i;;est response was 2. 239, 
which was in the range of agreement. That indicated a change of 0.857 
points away from the cQoperating teachers. The change was significant 
in that the student teachers changed from the undecideq range to the 
range of agree. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XXI 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION, .TO BE MOST EFFECTIVE, NEED NOT BE PROVIDED ON 
A YEAR ROUND BASIS FOR YOUNG ADULT FARMERS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Stude~t 
Coop.·. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test Post-Test Response Chng. Chng. • Chng. · Chng. 
3.273 3.096 2 ~239 4 6 10 11 16 
3.191 2.512 3.070 21 11 16 11 17 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
17 26 
22 33 
u, 
w 
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This was.further evidenced in the individual change section in· 
Table XXI. Six student teachers changed ten points toward their 
cooperating teachers, whereas· 11 student teachers changed 16 points away 
from their cooper~ting teachers. Four student teachers in the high 
treatment· group had the same pre"'."test and post"'."test responses. 
The average response of the cooperating teachers in the medium 
treatment group to that same statement was 3.191, which lies in the 
undecided range. The average pre-test response of the stl!.qent teachers 
in t;:hat same group was 20512, which was in the agreement range. Their 
post..:.test response was 3;070, which is in the neutral or undecided 
range. Student teachers in the medium treatment group changed 0.558 
toward their cooperating teachers. 
Changes in t~e individual change section indicated that the same 
number of student teachers changed toward and away from their cooperat-
ing teachers o The change away from the cooperating teachers was greater 
by one point. 
In order to assess the p.;1rticipa-q.ts' opinions regar<;ling the state-
ment, "Too many adult group meetings t~rn into bull sessions," Table 
XX:II was develope<;l. The cooperating teachers of·both treatment groups 
were undecided in their responses to that negative statement. 
The average response of the cooperating teachers in the higq treat-
ment group was.3.6370 The average pre-test response of the student 
teachers in that same group was 30000, and their post"'."test response was 
3.477. The change was 0.477 ~owa~d their cooperating teachers. That 
was further evidenced by the points cha~ged toward the cooperating 
teachers in the individual change section. That change wa1;1 not largely 
significant in that both the pre- and post-test responses lay within the 
undecided range. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XXII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGA~G THE STATEMENT: 
"TOO MANY ADULT GROUP MEETINGS TURN INTO BULL SESSIONS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Toward Change Away From 
Group Average Responses Coop. · Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response Total Change 
.---
Studeht Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points Number Points 
Teacher Pre...:Test Post..,.Test Response Chng. Chng. • Chng. Chng. Changed Changed 
3 .637 · 3.000 3.477 10 6 10 5 6 11 16 
3.286 3.024 2.907 22 13 16 8 12 21 28 
l.n 
l.n 
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Student teachers in the medium treatment group changed 0.117 points 
away from their cooperating teachers, as seen in Table XXII. Their 
average pre-test and post-test responses were 3.024 and 2.907, 
respectively. The average response of the cooperating teachers in that 
treatment group was 3.286. That change, as further evidenced in the 
individual change section, was significant in that the student teachers 
changed from undecided to agree. 
Data presented in Table XXIII indicate the two groups of cooperat-
ing teachers agreed with the negative statement, "The teac;hing of adult 
farmers often requires skills the vocational agriculture teacher does 
not possess." 
The average response of the teachers in the high treatment group 
was 2.455. Student teachers in the high treatment group had an average 
pre-test response of 2.512 and a post-test response of 1.811. That 
represented a change of 0.332 away from the cooperating teachers. The 
change was significant in that the student teachers changed from the 
range of agree to strongly agree. 
In the individu~l change section, five student teachers moved nine 
points toward .their cooperating teachers; and seven individuals moved 
eight points away from their cooperating teachers •. Nine individuals in 
the high treatment group had the same pre-test and post-test responses. 
Student teachers in the medium treatment group agreed with the 
statement on both the pre-test and post-test. Their average responses 
on the pre-test were 2.512 and on the post-test were 2.466. That was a 
change of O. 046 toward the average response of the cooperating teachers, 
which was 2 .381. That change was not significaI).t since both responses 
lay in the .same range as the cooperating teachers' responses. 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE XXIII 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"THE TEACHING OF ADULT FARMERS OFTEN REQUIRES SKILLS THE VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE TEACHER DOES NOT POSSESS'' . 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Tm:ia.rd Change Away From 
Group Average Responses' Coop. Teache:i;- Coop. Teacl~er 
Response Respons~ 
Student Student 
Coop.· Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test. Post-Test Response Chng. · Chng. Chng. Chn~. 
2.455 2.143 1.811 9 5 9 7 8 
2.381 2.512 2.466 24 12 · 18 7 10 
Total . Change 
Number Points· 
Changed Chang.ed 
12 17 
19 28 
\J1 
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The individual change section in Table XXIII indicates that 12 stu-
dent teachers changed 18 points toward their cooperating teachers from 
pre-test to post-test, while seven individuals changed ten points away 
from their cooperating teachers. Twenty-four individuals had the same 
response on the pre-test and post~test. 
Table XXIV indicates that the cooperating teachers in the medium 
treatment gr~up agreed .:with Young Farmer programs being designed with 
more in mind than developing leadership and cooperation. Cooperating 
teachers in the high treatment group were undecided about that statemento 
The average response of the cooperating teachers in the high treat-
ment group was 3.909, which is in the neutral or undecided range. The 
pre-test average response of the: student teachers in that same group was 
4.096. Their post-test response average was 4.00L That indicated a 
change of 0.09~. This change was not significant .in that the range in 
which that score lay did not change. The change is evideneed in the 
individual change section, where six individuals' responses changed 
eight points toward their cooperating teachers. None of the student 
teachers in the high treatment group changed away from their cooperating 
teaGhers. 
Cooperating teachers in the medium treatment group had an average 
response of 4~143. The student teachers in the medium treatment group 
had the same pre-test and post-test responses, which were 4.047. That 
indicated no change between the pre-test and post-test. The student 
teachers in that group were iµ agreement with the statement, as were. 
their cooperating teachers, 
Findings in Table XXV indicate that both groups of cooperating 
teachers agreed that more prestige comes to the teacher who places high 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium. 
TABLE XXIV 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND .CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"YOUNG FARMER PROGRAMS SHOULD BE DESIGNED WITH MORE IN MIND THAN 
. DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP AND COOPERATION" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
Change Towarq Change Away From 
Group Average Reaponses Cobp. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop.' Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre...-Test. Post-,-Test Response Chng. Chng. Chng. Chng. 
3.909 4.096 4.001 15 6 8 0 0 
4.143 4.047 4.047 27 12 12 4 6 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
6 8 
16 18 
Vt 
I.O 
Treatment 
Group 
High 
Medium 
TABLE·XXV 
AVERAGE RESPONSE AND CHANGE IN STUDENT TEACHER RESPONSE REGARDING THE STATEMENT: 
"MORE PRESTIGE COMES TO THE TEACHER WHO CONSISTENTLY MAINTAINS A HIGH 
PLACING FFA EXHIBIT, JUDGING AND DEMONSTRATION TEAM THAN TO 
THE TEACHER WHO ORGANIZES AND SUCCESSFULLY MAINTAINS 
A YOUNG FARMER CLASS" 
Changes by Individual Student Teachers 
• 
Change Toward Chan~e Away From 
Gro.up Average Responses Coop. Teacher Coop. Teacher 
Response Response 
Student Student 
Coop. Teacher Teacher Same No. Points No. Points 
Teacher Pre-Test. Post-Test Response Chng.· Chng. • Chn,g o • Chng. 
7.909 3.191 2.763 9 7 11 5 8 
2.953 2.861 2.698 23 9 11 11 16 
Total Change 
Number Points 
Changed Changed 
12 19 
20 27 
°' 0 
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in FFA exhibits, judging, and demonstration teams than does to the 
teachers who successfully organiz.es and maintains a Young Farmer class. 
That statement was rated as bein~ negative by the Agricultural Education 
staff and graduate students. 
Teachers in the high treah1ent group had an average response of. 
2.'909. The student teachers in t:hat same treatment group had an 
average pre~test response of 3.191 and an average .post-test response of 
4.}63. That indicated a 0.428 change t.oward their coope.ratirig teachers. 
That change was significant in that the student teachers changed from 
the undecided range to the range of agree. That was further evidenced 
by the change toward the cooperating teache.rs' responses in the indivi-
dual change .section. 
Coopera~ing t;:eachers in the medium treatment group had an average 
response of 2.953. The student teachel;'s in that group agreed with the 
statement on both the pre-test and post-test, with average responses of 
2.861 and 2.698, respectively. The3:e was a change of 0.163 away from 
the cooperating teachers, which was not significant. Both the pre-test 
and post-test responses lay in the same ral)ge of agree, as did the 
cooperating teachers. More individuals changed away from their 
cooperating teachers with more points than changed t9ward their 
cooperating teachers. Twenty-three student teacb,ers in the. medium 
trea~ment: group did not cl)ange their responses from the pre-test t9 the 
post-test. 
The post-;test contaiµed two additional statements to. determine .the 
amount of participation .in Young Farmer programs that eacl) s.tudent 
teacher had during his student teaching experience. Table XXVI contains 
the findings of these two statements. 
TABLE XXVI 
STUDENT TEACHING CENTERS HAVING YOUNG FARMER 
PROGRAMS AND PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAMS 
BY STUDENT TEACHERS 
Student Teaching Centers Student Teachers 
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Having Young Farmer Participating in Young 
Programs Fa,rmer Programs 
Treatment 
Group % Yes % No % Yes % No 
High 90 10 71 29 
Medium 7 93 5 95 
Responses by the participants indicated that 93 percent of the stu-
dent teaching centers did not have a Young Farm~r's program, while seven 
student teaching centers had such a programo Ninety-five percent of the 
student teachers in the medium treatment group, in response td statement 
27, indicated that they did i;iot partic~pate in or visit a Young Fa:rmer 
program during their student teaching experience. 
In response to "the statement; "The cooperating center at which I 
did my student teach,ing had a Young Farmer's organization," student 
teachers in the high treatment ,group indicated that 90 perc~nt of their 
student tea~hing centers had a.Young Farmer orga11ization. Ten percent 
indicated the teaching centers did not have a Young Farmers' program. 
Seventy-one perce_nt of the. student teachers in that same treatment 
group indicated they had visited or participated in a Young Farmer pro-
gr:am during their student teach,ing. Twenty-nine percent indicated they 
did not participate in a Young Farmer program. 
CHAPTER.V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
· Purp0se , of the Study 
The main purpose.of this study was to measure t~e cha,nge in atti-
tude of the 71 · student teachers. of yocat~onal agriculture. toward· the 
' ' ' 
Youag Farmer organization during their student teaching experience. 
SUilllll;:lry 
The student.teachers were administered a 25-statement attitude 
scale prior to their student teaching~· Th~ 25-statement scale was 
designed to cover the organization and•the maintaining of a Young Farmer 
. . " ' . . ' ' ' 
organizationo · After. the student· teachers returned· to campus, t~ey were 
admiµistered the same ·,attituqe sca,le, plus two additional que$tions, as 
. . ' ' . ' . ' ' . ' ' 
a pc;:,st-~est. Their cha17-ge in response from pre7test ~o post-test was 
c9nsiq.ered ~heir attitude. cha;nge. '1;.'he cooperating teachers were sent 
the ·same attitude sca,le before the:stU:dent tea,chers did·their stude~t 
te~ching. 
A ,chart was set up, in which the change in stu.de'qt teacher responses 
could be comparec;l to their cooperating te'.achers I responses. Frqm this 
chart the amount and dire~tion of change was derived. 
The tea,chin,g centers were cate~o;i2;ed in to two activity l~vels--
high and medi'lil'.It-'.-bY .. the state .Young Farmer consultant for Oklahoma~ 
The indfvidual statemei;i,ts ·were presented ailcl 'discm~sed in. Chapter 
6.3 
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..... 
IV to give an overall view of each group's opinion toward each statement 
and the amount, number, and direction of the student.teacher change. 
In order to present an overall view of eacp grotip~s responses, 
Table XXVII was developed. This taqle details th_e average pre-,test and 
post"'."test responses of the student teacher group and also the average 
responses of the'cooperating teacher group to the entire list of 25 
statements co11ta;lned on .the opini~nrn:dre. By comparing the student 
teacher pre.- and post,-measurements, it can. be . .determined that for 13 of 
the .25 statements, the average post,..test response.was higher than was 
the pre..;.test response. Conversely, for the remaining 12 statements, the 
pre..,test average response was greater~ Combined, these indicated 
several attitude ch~nges among this ,grotlp during the student teaching 
interim. For the majority of statements from the pre-,. to post-
asses.men ts, the average· stu.dent teacher respons~ becaµie more closely 
alignec;l with the cooperating teacher's responses. 
Statement 
Number* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TABLE XXVII 
OVERALL SUMMARY. OF STUDENT TEACHER PRE-TEST, 
POST-TEST RESPONSES AS· COMPARED TO · 
COOPERATING TEACHER RES.PONSES 
BY STATEMENT 
Student Teacher 
Pre-Test 
4,407 
4.469 
4.422 
3.3,13 
Average Response 
Student Teacher 
Post-Test 
4.641 
4.594 
4. 344 
3.500 
Cooperating 
Teache~ 
4.~75 
4.594 
4.375 
3.281 
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TABLE XXVII--(CONTINUED) 
Average Response 
Statement Student Teacher Student Tesicher Cooperating 
Number* Pre-Test Post..:.,TElSt Teacher 
5 3.579 30688 30625 
6 3.079 · 3;110 30563 
7 4.438 40391 40250 
8 4.,000 · 3.969. 40000 
9 30954 40063 4.156 
10 30735 3 .• 813 40188 
11 40282 . 40360 3 0719 
12 30922 3,782 30625 
13 4.063· 4.110 3.532 
14 30891 4;032 30875 
15 4.266 4.094 3 •. 907 
16 3.969 3.907 30938 
17 3.829 3.797 3.782 
18 2.735 2.344 20813 
19 4.063 40094 40188 
20 4ol57 40094 4.157 
21 2.704 2.797 3.219 
22 3.032 3.157 . 3,407 
23 20375 2.250 2.407 
24 4o0Q3 40032 4.063 
25 2.969 2. 719 20938 
*See Appen4,ix.A for complete,questions, 
Con el us ions 
Based upon an analysis of the data collated, analyzed, and 
presented in this study, certain·conclusions can.be suggested about.the 
attitude cr,i.ange that took place during the student teaching experience. 
The major con9lusions ,obtained in ·this study are p:i;-esented as fellow: 
L There was a measured change in attitude during the student 
tE)aching experience. 
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2. The,cooperating teachers did exert an influence on the stude~t 
teach!;!rs. 
3. The attitude changes that occurred were more toward tha~ away 
from the expressed attitudes of the cooperating teacher.so This 
indicates that the student teachers' attitudes were influenced 
by the~r cooper@Jing teachers enoµgh to cha~ge their attitudes 
toward themo 
4. The greater amount of change in attitude was registered by the 
high treatment group. ·This indicat~d ·the cooperating teachers 
in th!;! high treatment, group exerted more· influence on their 
student teachers than those of the medium treatment'groupo 
Reco'Jllnlendations 
The author feelE; that more. studies ,need to be.made concerning the 
attitude cha~ge o:f; student.teachers. This study has shown that student 
teachers do change their attitudes about the Young Farmer organization. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
January 20, 1972 
Mr. 
Vocational Agriculture Instructor 
Oklahoma· · 
Dear 
71 
The Young Fa:t,"mer program is a relatively new program on the state level 
in Oklahoma. Since it is suggested that each vocational agriculture 
department have an adult education program, I have initiated my master's 
research on attitudes toward the Yotmg Farmer program. The findings of 
this study should be beneficial to those associated with the Young 
Farmer program on the state, and more.importantly, the local level, 
therefore benefitting you iri your teaching situation. Results from this 
opinionn,;1.ire will be available to you. at your request. 
The opinionnaire enclosed is to. get your views on the Young Farmer pro~ 
gram. · Your answers will be confidential, and I will be the only one. to 
see them. In no way. will your answers reflect back to you. or your 
community. I have assigned numbers to each community and each testing 
center; so your name is not necessary on this opinionnaire. 
Please fill out.the opinionnaire and return it as soon as possible. An 
addressed enveloped is provided for your convenience. Thank you for 
your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Young 
Graduate Student, OSU 
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OPINIONNAIRE 
Please respond to each of the following statements by circling the 
response that most nearly expresses your feelings on each individual 
statement. 
SA--Strongly Agree 
A--Agree 
u--Undecided 
D--Disagree 
SD--Strongly Disagree 
1. The school has a ·responsibility for working with SA A U D SD 
both youth and adults to make the community a 
better: place in which to live. 
2. The agriculture instructor's job is to teach SA A U D SD 
high school pupils, an·d he should not become. 
involved in other community activities for farmers. 
3. Technological cha~ges greatly increase the need SA A U D SD 
for training young adult farmers, 
4, Considering the time involved, it is hard for a SA A U D SD 
vocational agriculture teache~ to serve as a 
good high school teacher, and at the same time 
sponsor a successful young farmer or adult group. 
5. The vocational agriculture teacher has much less SA A U D SD 
influence with a young man after he leaves high 
school, 
6. Responsibility for you~g farmer program instruc- SA A U D SD 
tion is a function of vocational agriculture 
teachers. 
7. A young farmer program facilitates more effec-
tive public relations for th.e agriculture pro-
gram at a local high school, 
8. Teachers today are less effective in their roles 
as high school teachers because they are often 
involved with too much adult educa,tion. 
9. Working with adult groups can ·give a teacher a 
sense of accomplishment, 
10, The young farmer program should not be affili-
ated with the local school or local Vo-Ag 
department. 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
11. Teachers of vocational ag~iculture should 
receive extra pay fo~·supervising adult farmer 
program13. 
12. Wives of farmers shoµi4 be included in young 
farmer programs. 
13. Fa.rmers today i:ire too pusy to -participate ·in 
young .farmer pr<;>grams. 
It is hardly fair to high school students when 
their vocational agricU:lture teac,her.spends 
time with adul ~ , farmer programs .• 
15. A vocational. agriculture teacher sh9uld. not. 
limit his teaching activities td high 1;1chool 
students alone. 
16_. The adult farmer.program should. al1;10 be open to 
those who are engaged 'in major activities out.;, 
side the area of production agric1.1lttire. 
17. The young farmer program often do.es not provide 
any useful instruction, but .s~rves only as-a 
social gathering. 
18. Vocational agricultur~ teachers ljlre trained to 
teach; therefore, they are the , logical· ones 
to teach adult farmers. 
19. If teachers .would concentrate. on doing a better 
job of ·teaching high school youth, we _woulc;l not 
hear so mu<,!h about adult education needs. 
20. Vocational agriculture teachers have.a definite 
role in adult education~. 
21. Programs .of -iµstructio;n, to b~ moS!t effect:i,ve, 
neednot·be provi~ed.on a year-round. basis for 
young adult farmers. 
22. Too many adult group m~etings turn into "bu.;LI 
sessions. i, 
23. The teaching of adult farmers 9ften requires 
skills the vocational agriculture teacher does 
not possess, 
24. Young. farmer progr~s should be.designed with 
more in mi1;1d th?n . developing leader.ship and 
cooperation. 
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SA A U D SD 
SA A· U D SD 
SA A. · U D SD 
SA A. • U D SD 
SA A U .. D S.D 
SA A U D SD 
SA A· U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A.· U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA, A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
25. More prestige comes to the teacher who consis-
tently maintains a high-placing FFA exhibit, 
judging and demonstration team than to the 
teacher who organizes and successfully main-
tains a young farmer class. 
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OPINIONNAIRE 
Please respond to each of the following statements by circling the 
response that most nearly expresses your feelings on each individual 
statement. 
SA--Stroµgly Agree 
A--Agree 
u--Undecided . 
D--Disagree 
~D--Strongly Disagree 
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1. The school has a r~sponsibili ty for working with 
both youth and adults to make the community a 
better plac~ in which to live. 
SA A U D SD 
2. The agriculture instructor's job is to teach 
high school pupils, and'he should not become 
involved in other community activities for 
farmers. 
SA A. U D SD 
3. Technological changes greatly increase the need SA A U D SD 
for training young adult farmerso 
4. Considering the time involved, it is hard for a SA A U D SD 
vocational agriculture teache.r to serve as a 
good high school teacher, ahd at the same time 
sponsor a successful young farmer or adult group. 
5. The vocational agriculture teacher has much less SA A U D SD 
influence with a young man ~fter·he leaves high 
schoolo 
6. Respcn;isibility for young farmer program instruc- SA A U D SD 
tion is a function of vocational .agriculture 
teacherso 
7. A young farmer program facilitates more effec- SA A U D SD 
tive public relations for the agriculture pro~ 
gram at a local high school. 
8, Teachers today are l.ess effective in their roles SA A U D SD 
as high school teachers because they are often 
involved with top much adult education. 
9. Working with adult groups can give a teacher a SA A U D SD 
sense of accomplishment, 
10. The young farmer program should not be affili- SA A U D SD 
ated with the.local school or ldcal Vo-Ag 
department. 
11. Teachers of vocational agriculture should 
receive extra pay for super.vising adult farmer 
programs. 
12. Wives of farmers should be included in young 
farmer.programs, 
13, Farmers to<lay are too busy to participate in 
young farmer programs. 
14. It is hardly fair to high school students when 
their vocational agriculture tecicher spends 
time with ad4lt farmer programs. 
15, A vocational agriculture teacher sh9,uld not 
limit his teaching'activides to. high.school 
students aloneo 
16, The adult farmer program should also be open to 
those who are engaged in major activities out"'." 
side the area of production agricultureo 
17. The young farmer program often does not provide 
any useful instruction, but serves only as a 
social gathering. · 
180 Vocational.agriculture teachers are·trained to 
te~ch; •therefore, they are the logical ones 
to teach adult farmers, 
19. If teachers would concentrate on doing a.better 
job of teaching high school youth, we.would not 
hear so ~tich,about adult education needs, 
20. Vocational agriculture teachers have a definite 
r0le in adult educatton. 
21. Programs of instruction, to be most effective, 
need not be provided on a year-round basis for 
young adult farmers. 
2Z. Too many adult group meetings · turn in to "bull 
sessions," 
23. The teaching of adult farmers often requires 
skills the vocational agriculture teacher q.oes 
not possess, 
~4. Young farmer programs should be designed with 
more in mind than developing leadership and 
cooperation. 
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SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D · SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
25. More.prestige .comes to the teacher who consis-
tently maintains a high-placing FFA exhibit, 
judging and demonstration team than to· the 
teacher who organizes and successfully main-
tains a young farmer claf;)So 
26. The cooperating center at which I did my student· 
teaching had a young farnier''s organization. 
27. I visited a young farmer organization while 
doing my student teaching. 
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APPENDIX B 
7Q 
TO: AGED Staff and Graduate St~de1;1,ts--
The fo_llowing questions are for· my propose4 study, ''Attitude. 
Changes of Student Teachers Toward the Young Farmers Program.During 
Their Student Teaching Performanc::e~ '' I would like for you to evaluate 
these statements .and .check the ~mes you feel are relative to such· a, 
study, and at the same time indicate if the statement is positive 
or negative, with a plus or min13:I:! sign. Further questi<;m suggestions. 
will be greatly appreci.ated. 
It is ~y plan to administer ,a questionnaire of 25 questions to 
this year's student teachers prior 'to and after their stµdent teacqing 
experience., In order to administer it to this semester's students, I 
will need your evaluation back as seon as. posi:;ible._ Thank you for 
you; cooperation. 
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1. The, less adults are involved in adult .classes in the .school, the 
smoother the progress of the school will ·be. 
2. The school has. a responsibility for working with both youth and 
adults to make the comin:unity a bette~ place in .which to live.· 
3. Programs of instr.uction,. to be,most .effective, should not be pro~ 
vided ort a yea~round b.a~is for yotmg adult farmers. 
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4. The ag'I'.ieu],tureinstructor's job is to teacq. high school pupils, 
and he should no·t . become involved in -o th~r co~uni ty activities for 
farmers •• 
S. Considet:irtg.the time involved, it is hard for a.vocational agri-
~ulture teacher to serve as a good high school teacher and at the 
same :time sports.or ·a, succes~ful young. farmer groµp •. 
6. The public is prone to be critical of th.e ·sch,ool system if the 
agriculture ·teacher is seen oqt'on.farms during the schpo3:- day 
advising young farmers. · 
7. The vocational ~griculture teacher has less influenc,(;! with a young 
man aft.er he leaves high schqol. · 
8. Farmer's problems are not the responsibility of the local school. 
9. Too many adult group. meetings turn into llbull sessions." 
10. Technplogical changes greatly increase the need for t:i;-aining young. 
adult farmers. 
11. Instruction for young farmers is not a function of vocational agri-
cU:lture · t~achers. 
12. Teacq.ers today are.failing in the:i,r roles as high school teachers 
l:>ecause th~y are invo.lved with too much ·adult education. 
13. A young fartner program faciiitates more effective public relations 
'for the agdculture program at a local high school~ 
14. W~rrki.:pg with adult groups canno.t give a t:eacher a sense . of 
ace.amp 1.ishmen t •. 
15. Most.services performed by -i:eachers for adults are "thankless 
tasks·.,; . 
16.. The public ,views the .scho.ol '•as ,their most effective means of 
improving spciety in general, inclucjing adult soc~etyo 
l.7. Farmers ;oday are too busy to participate in young farmer programs. 
18. Wives of fa.rmers should not be inc~uded in young farmer prograiµs. 
l9o Teachers of vocational agriculture should receive extra pay for 
supervising adult farmer programso 
20. The young farmer program should not be affiliated with the local 
scho9l or the local Vo-Ag chapter. 
21. The vocational. agriculture teacher should act as more than an 
advisor for the adult farmer programs" 
22. Vocational agriculture teachers are trained to teach; therefore, 
they are the logical ones to teach adult farmers~ 
23. The adult farmer program should not be open .to those who are out-
side the occupation of production agriculture, 
24. The vocational agriculture .teacher should limit his teaching 
ac ti vi ties to high schopl s.tudents alone, 
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25, It is not fair to high school students when their vocational agri-
culture teacher spends time with adult farmer programs. 
26. The local sch<;>ol should employ extra instructors to teach adult 
clas.ses. 
27, The.young farmer program does not provide any useftil instruction 
but serves only as a social gathering. 
28. Most community service activities are not oriented toward adult 
education. 
29. Adults who are receiving instruction in agriculture tend to hear 
only what they want to hear. 
30. Young farmer meetings should be conducted in a form.':).! ma11ner. 
31. Young farmer meetings should consist. mainly of guest lectures by 
extension specialists. 
32, Vocational agriculture teachers have a definite role in adult 
education. 
33. Young farmer programs should be designed with more. in mind than 
developing leadership and cooperation, 
34. Most adult farmers, having completed a good course in high school 
vocational agriculture, have not reached a high degree of pro-
ficiency in farm management, 
35. Young farmer programs are not necessary. for urban areas. 
36. If teachers would concentrate on doing a better job of teaching 
high school youth, we would not hear so much about adult education. 
370 Young farmer programs should concentrate primarily on community 
service. 
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38. The tl'!aching of adult farmers requires skills the vocational agri-
culture teacher does not possess •. 
39. More·prestige comes to. the teacher who consistent],y maintains a, 
high-,placing FFA exh,.ibi t, judging and demonstration team than to 
the teacher who organizes and successfully maintains a young 
farmer clas.s, 
40. Young farmer programs are necessary for every chapter in the stateo 
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To AGED Staff and Graduate Students----------
The following opinionnaire is the one.I plan to use in my study, 
"Attitude Changes of Student; Teachers Toward the Young Farmer Program 
During Their Practice Teachingo" In order.· to administer this test to 
this semester's student teachers, 1 need your reply no later than 
Wednesday, October l3o Please respond to each of the following state-
ments by circling the response that most nearly expresses your·feelings. 
on each individual statement. Thank you for your .cooperation. 
SA--Strongly Agree 
A--Agree 
u--Undecided 
D--Disagree 
SD--Strongly Disagree 
1. The school has a responsibility for working with 
both youth and adults to make the community a 
better place in which to live, 
2. The agriculture instructor's_job is to teach high 
school pupils, and he should not become involved 
in other community activities for farmers. 
3. Technological changes.greatly increase the need 
for training your adult farmers, 
4. Considering the time involved, it is hard for a 
vocational agriculture teacher to serve as a good 
high· school teacher and at the same time spo1;1sor 
a su,ccessful young farmer or a4ult group. 
So The vocational agriculture teacher has much less 
influence with a young man after he leaves.high 
school~ 
6, Instruction for young farmers is a function of 
vocational agriculture teachersa 
7. A young farmer .program facilitates more·. effective 
public relation£1 for. the agriculture program at 
a loca:j.. high school. 
8. Teachers today al;'e less effective in their roles 
as high sch(;>0l · teachers because they are often 
involved with too much adult educationa 
9 o Working with adult groups can give a teacher a 
sense of accomplishment. 
10. The young farmer program should not be affiliated 
with the local school or local Vc;,-Ag chapter. 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D · SD 
SA A· U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
11. Teachers of vocational agriculture should receive 
extra pay for supervising adult farmer programs. 
12. Wives of farmers should be.included in young 
farmer programs. 
13. Farmers today are too busy to participate in 
young farmer programso 
14. It is hardly fair to high school students when 
their vocational agriculture teacher spends time 
with ad4lt.farmer programso 
15. A vocational agriculture teacher should not 
limit his teaching activities to high school 
st4dents alone. 
16. The adult farmer program should be open to those 
who are engaged in major activities outside the 
area of production a~ricultureo 
17. Vocational agriculture teachers are trained to 
teach; therefore, they are the logical ones to 
teach adult farmers. 
180 The young farmer program often does not provide 
any useful instruction but serves only as a 
social gathering~ 
19. If teachers would concentrate on doing a better 
job of teaching high School youth, we would not 
hear so much about adult education needs, 
20. Vocational .agriculture teachers have a definite 
role in adult education, 
21. Programs <;>f instruction to be .most. eff;ective 
need not be provided on a.year-round basis for 
young ad4lt farmerso 
22. Too many adult group meetings tur:µ into "bull 
sessions." 
23. The teaching of a~ult farmers often requires 
skills the vocatio:r:ial agriculture teacher does 
not possess, 
24. Young fat'11her programs sl)o~ld be designed with 
more in mipd than ~eyeloping leadership and 
cooperation, 
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SA A. U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD· 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U. D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A. U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
25. More prestige comes to·the teache:r; who consis-
tently maintains. a high...:..placing FFA exhibit, 
judging and demonstration team: than to the 
teaqher who organ:izes and succe1;1sfully main-
tains a y9ung farmer class. 
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